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Background, objectives and research method 

Tourism Business Monitor designed to measure, monitor and understand tourism business 
performance and confidence and the factors which influence them. 

 

Amalgamation of two previous surveys discontinued at end of 2011: 

 

• England Attractions Monitor 

• Accommodation Business Confidence Monitor 

 

Telephone survey conducted five times per year immediately following key tourism periods among: 

 

• c. 500 accommodation establishments (c. 250 serviced / c. 250 non-serviced), including mix by 
region, establishment size and hotels / guest houses / B&B / self-catering / caravan and campsites. 

• c. 300 visitor attractions including mix by region, attraction type, size (measured by annual visitor 
admissions) and free / paid admission. 

 

Questions on ‘hot topics’ included on a periodic basis. 

 

Easter 2012 fieldwork: 16-23 April 2012 

 

 



Attractions sample targets (total 300) 

Region 

East Midlands 29 

East of England 41 

London 18 

North East 15 

North West 32 

South East 53 

South West 53 

West Midlands 24 

Yorkshire 35 

Size (visitors 
p.a) 

Over 100k 57 

50-100k 35 

20-50k 57 

Under 20k 152 

Type 

Historic 54 

Museum/gallery 78 

Other indoor 57 

Other outdoor 111 

Admission 
charge 

Free 129 

Paid 171 



Key Findings for Visitor Attractions: Easter 2012 (1) 

 

 

Difficult Easter trading for attractions, with almost half of businesses reporting declines in visitors compared 
with the same period last year.  Colder, wetter Easter this year reported to be the primary factor: 

•  Visitor numbers estimated to have fallen around -2% compared with Easter 2011 

•  Outdoor attractions suffered in particular (-9% visitors), two-thirds reporting visitor declines over Easter  

Up until Easter, business performance had been positive for many, driven by an unusually warm March.  
Indeed, visitor numbers for the year to date (including Easter) estimated to have stayed similar to 2011   

Despite the variable start to the year, 85% of attractions reported being satisfied with their business 
performance so far  

Visitors from the immediate locality around the attraction have helped to keep business performance up in 
2012.  A quarter of attractions have reported increases in these visitors compared with last year  

During the Easter period, free attractions and those who are members of VAQAS are most likely to have 
seen visitor numbers increase.  Conversely, smaller and rural attractions have struggled  

Investment in exhibitions/events and strengthening online presence have been the main positive factors 
impacting upon performance to date this year.  Other than the weather, the economy remains the major 
barrier to growth for attractions, along with increasing fuel costs for visitors and the fuel strike 

Despite the challenging start to the year, business confidence for the Spring/Jubilee period is high, with 
87% saying they were confident. 

•  Historic attractions most likely to be confident 

•  Despite the challenging Easter, outdoor attractions still retain a confident outlook  

 

 



Key Findings for Visitor Attractions: Easter 2012 (2) 

 

 

Larger attractions are the most confident, with those based in coastal areas significantly more likely to 
be bullish over the forthcoming trading period 

Impact of exhibitions/events continues to be demonstrated, with 81% putting these on for the late 
Spring/Jubilee period and two-thirds feeling positive about their impact  

Less than half of paid attractions (40%) are increasing their visitor admission charges for 2012 

•  Seaside and historic attractions more bullish on pricing, reflecting their greater current confidence 

•  Larger attractions are also much more bullish over pricing 

Slight increase in positivity regarding impact of the Olympics among attractions following the Easter 
period.  A quarter are now positive compared with around a fifth during 2011 

•  Positivity much higher among London attractions, although this fell sharply as 2011 progressed. 
   Some recovery early in 2011 

Positivity towards the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee and extra Bank Holiday much higher than for the 
Olympics and continues to strengthen as the event approaches (almost half are now positive over its 
impact compared with a third this time last year) 

•  Perhaps some concern that positivity has waned among London attractions 

 

 



Business Performance Dashboard: Attractions 
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Business Confidence Dashboard: Attractions 
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Visitor Numbers:  Year-on-year changes (up /down) 
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% 

Easter 2012 very challenging compared with the same trading period in 2011, primarily due to the 

colder, wetter weather compared with last year.  Up to that point, business performance had been fairly 

positive for many, driven by an unusually warm and dry March.  



Visitor numbers: year-on-year changes (up/down) by attraction type 
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Reflecting the poorer weather, outdoor attractions were likely to have had a particularly challenging Easter.   
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Visitor Numbers:  Year-on-year changes (%) 
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Visitor numbers more likely to have decreased than increased compared with Easter 2012, with visitor numbers 

estimated to have fallen by -2%.  For the year to date, visitor numbers are similar to last year. 
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Visitor numbers, year-on-year changes (%) by attraction type 

Whereas museums/galleries and other indoor attractions saw visitor numbers increase slightly, outdoor 

attractions suffered over Easter, with visitor admissions down by an estimated -9%. 
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Positive verbatim comments on business performance 

“ 
“ 

Easter has been earlier this year.  Last year Easter was later and it was too hot 

We had a temporary exhibition that we got good exposure 

Opening new outdoor shop and restaurant on the 28th march had a big impact 

It is not necessarily due to economic growth - they seem to be just more confident about their 
finances in general and will spend more this year 

We have put on more events. People went away last year for the Royal Wedding 

Events/ family days and more guided walks 

Because we've re-done the whole park, its been renovated and added new attractions 

By advertising in local magazine and my web presence - I have got 5 pages that come up 
when you Google me 

We have had a new play area aimed at 5-12year olds and the disabled - we are family 
orientated 

We've noticed a lot of families visiting, people aren't taking holidays away, I've noticed 

We've only been open for 4 years and I think that it's mainly been through word of mouth 
which is the best recommendation and also advertising on websites and Facebook 

We had an excellent new exhibition, increased marketing and brilliant domestic visitors over 
that period 

New visitors due to the new Facebook page, local newspaper and local media has been 
better this year 

 



Negative verbatim comments on business performance 

The weather was cold and wet and people stayed at home its as simple as that 

Weather/ it was purely that/ nothing else I can say 

Well I guess the state of the economy, the weather for us, fuel costs.  I think it's just showing 
in terms of secondary spend on site 

The fuel drivers strike. Visitors didn't want to venture out to rural areas not being able to get 
any fuel.  Also we are weather dependent - good weather brings more visitors.  Also the 
domestic economy and road fuel prices 

A lot of people are out of work at the moment, obviously the petrol scare at that particular 
time 

Petrol is a factor. People are thinking twice before coming, we are in the middle of nowhere 
and Easter did not have great weather 

Weather and a major competitor having some product development within the region had an 
effect 

The recession - there's no doubt because the customer feedback is very good, its just that 
people haven't got the money to spend 

People haven't been spending in the shop, maybe the weather had an influence as it was not 
as hot as last year 

One of the facts is we opened fewer hours this Easter compared to last Easter - we've had 
less staff, had staff cuts & we've therefore not been able to provide the same number of 
activities particularly for families.  The result of enforced public sector cuts 

 

“ 
“ 



Changing Visitor Profile (year-to-date vs. previous year):  
Visitor attractions 
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Visitors from immediate locality around the attraction much more likely to be up than down compared with last year 



Changing Visitor Profile (year-to-date vs. previous year): 
Attraction type 

During 2012 so far, other than for historic attractions, other attractions appear to be struggling to attract as many 

overseas visitors as last year  

Up 
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Changing business performance :  By attraction type 

Indoor attractions most likely to have seen their Easter 2012 visitor numbers increase, with 

outdoor attractions least likely to be satisfied with their business performance for the period 



Changing business performance: By attraction size 

The smallest attractions were the least likely to be satisfied with their performance over the Easter period 



Changing business performance: By attraction location 

Rural attractions least likely to have seen visitors increase or be satisfied with their business performance over Easter  



Admission VAQAS 

Changing business performance: By admission charge and VAQAS 

Free attractions and those who are VAQAS members more likely to be satisfied with their performance and to 

have seen visitor numbers increase over Easter this year 



Confidence for forthcoming period: Attractions 

Historic attractions most confident for the late Spring/Jubilee period.  Outdoor attractions still fairly confident 

despite their challenging Easter 



Confidence for forthcoming period: by attraction size and location 

Larger attractions more likely to be confident than smaller ones, with seaside attractions also feeling significantly 

more confident than others  

Size  (visitors per annum) 

Location 



Impact of exhibitions / events:  Visitor attractions 

Spring 

2012 

Very positive 

Fairly positive 

Little / none 

Negative 

No exhibitions / events 

% 

Importance of exhibitions/events for attractions continues to be demonstrated, with 81% putting these on 

for the late Spring/Jubilee period and two-thirds feeling positive about their impact 



Positive verbatim comments on business confidence 

“ 
“ 

People are more confident and there have been more enquiries and bookings compared to 
last year 

We were having a really good year up until the weather change. Easter spoilt it but that was 
because of the weather change.  If the weather gets progressively better we will have a good 
spring and summer 

We have good events coming up - the festival of British archaeology, tours, talks, large family 
events, craft  activities, re-enactments - they should all serve us well 

We have two large investment programmes and new exhibitions for our site. We're doing 
Jubilee beacon for the Queens Jubilee and plus our normal events programme  

We have been fortunate to be part of Visit England and Visit Kent campaign. The Judy 
Dench Video has really helped. The overseas campaign has also been going very well 

I just think that the Olympics will generate visitors to London 

Because we're a free attraction, so people don't want to pay to go to places, so this is one of 
the places that people come to as they know it won't cost them a fortune 

We're hoping there is a carry on effect from the "staycation“ 

We have seen no resistance to ticket prices and I think people will want to get away from the 
Olympics 



Negative verbatim comments on business confidence 

Because of the financial climate in general. I'm not sure people will come over to the island 
because I don't think they'll have enough money to spend 

The price of petrol will affect our numbers.  Half of our visitors are from regional conurbations 
and they are visiting places close to them 

I am still waiting to see if the government is going to start taxing donations. This would affect 
us because of our charitable status 

Petrol prices could have an effect on us because we are in the countryside 

If people have tickets for Olympics or the Jubilee they won’t want to attend to us whether we 
are free or not. They won’t have the money for extra petrol - petrol prices are ridiculous and 
with the Olympics there isn't spare money for anything else 

The cost of suppliers such as the rising cost of food and fuel- expenditures generally.  Those 
costs can't be passed on to the customers as they have less disposable income and would 
reject it 

I haven't got the numbers of coach parties booked like I normally would for this period this 
year. The petrol prices may have something to do with it 

The tour operator market has been put off by the Olympics. This market is a specific part of 
our business. Its a third of our business. The Olympics has disrupted the market 

It’s been a financial downturn over the last two year period and it’s difficult for a small 
business to make cuts because there's nothing to trim from 

“ 
“ 



Changing admission charges in 2012 compared with 2011 

Less than half of paid attractions are increasing their admission charges for 2012.  The larger the attraction, the 

more bullish they are over pricing.  Seaside and historic attractions also more bullish on pricing, reflecting their 

greater confidence for the forthcoming year.   
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3-5% 
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Increase by … 



Impact of 2012 Olympics: Attractions 
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Slight increase in positivity towards the Olympics among attractions – a quarter are now positive about its 

impact compared with a fifth at this time last year 



Impact of 2012 Olympics: Attractions by region 

Positivity towards the Olympics among London attractions fell sharply during 2011, although improved slightly 

again this Easter.  Positivity among attractions remains lower among the rest of the country, particularly the 

North of England. 

2011 



Impact of Queen’s Diamond Jubilee and extra Bank Holiday: Attractions 
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Increasingly positive attitude towards the Jubilee and Bank Holiday period as the event 

approaches.  Almost half of attractions now think the event with impact positively compared with a 

third the this time last year 



Impact of Queen’s Diamond Jubilee and extra Bank Holiday: 
Attractions by region 

Perhaps a concern that positivity towards the Jubilee has waned among attractions based in London  

2011 





Performance and confidence snapshot: Easter 2012 

Visitor Numbers  

(Easter) 

Visitor Numbers  

(Year-to-date) 

Confidence  
(Late spring / early 

June) 

Up Same Down Up Same Down Very Very / fairly 

TOTAL (%) 39 13 47 45 20 35 29 87 

Less than 20k 36 19 45 36 26 38 23 84 

20k or over 43 8 49 53 16 31 35 90 

20k-50k 52 5 43 48 19 33 33 93 

50k-100k 37 10 53 53 6 41 42 91 

Over 100k 38 10 52 58 19 23 32 88 

Historic 48 10 43 47 25 28 37 90 

Museum / gallery 49 19 32 49 20 31 20 84 

Other indoor 58 11 32 35 29 35 33 81 

Other outdoor 22 12 66 42 16 42 29 88 

Paid 38 13 49 43 19 37 27 87 

Free 42 15 42 49 24 28 32 88 

Yes 47 7 47 55 12 33 30 87 

No 35 17 48 39 25 36 28 87 

Seaside 35 19 45 45 28 28 44 85 

Large town / city 48 9 48 54 10 36 24 85 

Small town 61 18 31 51 20 29 21 86 

Rural 32 12 67 38 24 38 30 89 

VAQAS  (%) 

Visitor numbers p.a (%) 

Type  (%) 

Charge  (%) 

Location  (%) 


